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1. Please check the appropriate rating for each of the following aspects of this session.
Agree

Somewhat Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

N/A

Instructional Materials
Were used effectively
Were relevant/useful
Hands-on sessions were useful
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Session Objectives
Met my expectations
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Session Content
Was well organized
Length was appropriate
for course content
The Trainer
Was knowledgeable/organized
Effective presenter
Responsive to questions
I Acquired
Knowledge & skills I can use


2. Identify the major strengths of this session (check one or more)
8 Demos/Hands-on
9 Networking
7 Creative ideas
11 Information gained 8 Support materials
2 Other: new resources
3. What part of this session was most helpful? Why?
Resources taught, modules we have access to, good questions asked
Walk through of available resources; grey literature info helpful for my regular job
Learning new tips and resources; networking
Practical exercises with discussion after overviews; breaking up content into modules
I learned a wealth of useful materials which I didn’t know about. It is going to save me lots of time when I prepare for
Hinari workshops. The support and practical tips/suggestions from the instructors were super helpful and much
appreciated.
Simply learning the Hinari and the related free source databases was very valuable
Instructors and their experiences – thank you
Understanding resources in Hinari and what training materials are available to support the program
The knowledge I gained particularly new resources
Learning about the resources available through Hinari
Module exercises very easy to follow

4. What part of this session was least helpful? Why?
Some redundant info (PubMed)
n/a
all helpful
At times, slightly disorganized
Nothing; I wish it was longer – to explore more of the content
Too much time to play with the exercises; we usually finished them quite quickly and then found other things to pass
the time
5. Overall, I would mark this session in a scale of 1 to 5 (with 5 being the highest, best, or most, and 1 being the least
or worst)
1 (lowest)
2
3 (middle)
1-4
10 - 5 (highest)
6. Could you please give us some additional comments? Was this training useful for your needs? Would you
share with us your Plan of Action in the near future? Are you going to promote HINARI or will you become a
trainer?
Will promote Hinari
Yes! Yes! Yes!
Yes, very useful; I will promote Hinari and become a trainer
I do plan to promote Hinari and look into training; I intent to work with faculty on how to support our university’s
partners across the globe
The training is super helpful. In particular, I am in the planning stages of a Hinari workshop for Northern California.
I am originally from Taiwan. I’ll go back to promote the Hinari resources and to see if there is an interest to conduct
training so people there can go to southeastern countries to conduct the workshops there.
Am a public health student not aware of these three resources (Google searches for think tanks, ngo and intergovernmental agencies); also the Hinari info is terrific
This was very useful; may of the training materials can be applied & incorporated in everyday instruction at our
institution
We are pursuing a specific outreach project; also we want to train to students & clinicians during medical missions;
also I would like opportunities to be a trainer
Will use this training on our visit to Ethiopia
I would love to get involved and be a trainer
7. What other topics would you suggest including in the HINARI training?
More on practical training advice!
How to specifically train clinicians/students to go out as ambassadors/instructors
More on cultural competencies and practicalities of travel working with contacts and people in different locations and
more on how to get started developing connections and opportunities in other countries

Using webinars/moodles to deliver training
Webinars

8. Are you Male
Female 11
(if you complete this item, it will help us to assess our gender equity in training opportunities)
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